Intuitive. Flexible. Secure!
Make a SPLASH with our technology.
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INTUITIVE. FLEXIBLE. SECURE!
Managing your print can distract you from your revenue
generating activities and, as your company grows, more
time and resources are required. Our e-procurement
model, SPLASH (System for Procurement, Logistics and
Secure Handling) will successfully integrate the print
procurement process from the design stage through to
the delivery stage thus streamlining the entire purchasing
process for you.
As a commitment to innovation, we invest in solutions that make our customers’ lives easier whilst providing
products and services that set new standards. Our SPLASH system is one such solution that enables the
efficient procurement of print, distribution and asset management. We don’t just reduce the cost of print, we
improve the process by helping your team collaborate with the supply chain to work faster, smarter and more
efficiently.
AN EASIER WAY TO ORGANISE PRINT
Available online from any web accessible device, our online procurement system, SPLASH, gives you complete
control over your print procurement. From a detailed history of your print orders to instant online proofing that
allows fast approval and increased turnaround on those jobs with tight deadlines, it makes looking after print
requirements easier, faster and more efficient.
A MORE FLEXIBLE WAY TO ORDER PRINT
SPLASH does more than ensuring that your print requirements are met. Its real-time flexibility allows an on
demand approach to ordering large quantities of print with a balance being retained in stock for call off. This
ensures that you can control how much print is onsite at any one time using an intelligent system which
eradicates ordering errors and minimises administrative functions.
THE BEST TECHNOLOGY
Our cutting-edge technology not only reduces the cost of your print services and products, it also reduces
lead times. This improves the productivity of resources, creates efficiencies with suppliers and generates cost
savings throughout the entire process.
HIGH TECH AND HIGH TOUCH
Although we have innovative technology, we still look after you, answer your questions and give you the kind
of service and support that makes the difference between a printer and a strategic partner. You deal with an
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